
Media coverage of 650 Dissenting Scientists so far 

Without a Doubt – Brit Hume – Fox News Channel  

Despite last year's United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
declaration that climate change was "unequivocal, is already happening, and is caused by 
human activity," not all experts are convinced. More than 650 international scientists are 
disputing those claims in a newly updated U.S. Senate Minority Report. It adds about 250 
scientists to the 400 who spoke out last year — and includes current and former U.N. 
climate panel members. Atmospheric Scientist Joanne Simpson writes, "Since I am no 
longer affiliated with any organization nor receiving any funding, I can speak quite 
frankly….As a scientist I remain skeptical." U.S. Government Atmospheric Scientist 
Stanley Goldenberg says, "It is a blatant lie put forth in the media that makes it seem 
there is only a fringe of scientists who don't buy into anthropogenic,” that is man-made 
‘global warming." And from Nobel Prize Winner in physics Ivan Giaever — "global 
warming has become a new religion." 

Washington Times: Scientists: Manmade global warming is a sham 

Excerpt: More than 650 scientists from around the world dispute the claims made by the 
United Nations and former Vice President Al Gore about global warming, saying that 
science does not support that climate change is a manmade phenomenon, according to a 
posting on the Senate environmental committee's press blog. According to the posting, a 
full Senate report on the dissenting scientists' views is to be released within 24 hours. 

Australian Herald Sun: ‘Strong quotes from 650 scientists against global warming 
theory’  

DC Examiner: Climate summit underway in Poland but doubters  

Excerpt: The dire predictions of the IPCC are not entirely received openly and many 
doubters do exist, particularly in the wake of the U.N.’s own data that shows the globe 
has actually cooled in the last 10 years.  By tomorrow the U.S. Senate Minority will 
release a report containing some rather interesting statements from more than 650 
scientists who disagree with the work of the IPCC.  Among their comments:  

“I am a skeptic…Global warming has become a new religion.” - Nobel Prize Winner for 
Physics, Ivar Giaever.    

“Since I am no longer affiliated with any organization nor receiving any funding, I can 
speak quite frankly….As a scientist I remain skeptical.” -  Atmospheric Scientist Dr. 
Joanne Simpson, the first woman in the world to receive a PhD in meteorology  and 
formerly of NASA who has authored more than 190 studies and has been called “among 
the most preeminent scientists of the last 100 years.”   

 

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,465145,00.html
http://washingtontimes.com/weblogs/out-context/2008/Dec/10/scientists-global-warming-is-a-sham/
http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs&ContentRecord_id=2158072e-802a-23ad-45f0-274616db87e6
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/banking_on_global_warming/
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/banking_on_global_warming/
http://www.examiner.com/x-219-Denver-Weather-Examiner%7Ey2008m12d10-Climate-summit-underway-in-Poland-but-doubters-remain
http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs&ContentRecord_id=2158072e-802a-23ad-45f0-274616db87e6
http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs&ContentRecord_id=2158072e-802a-23ad-45f0-274616db87e6


INVESTOR'S BUSINESS DAILY: The U.N.'s Global Warming Muzzle 

Excerpt: Men and women of science are supposed to demand of themselves ironclad 
proof — not resent such challenges. Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., ranking Republican on 
the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee, on Wednesday released a wealth 
of information contradicting the U.N. line. Dissenting scientists on the subject now top 
650. They include Nobel physics laureate Ivar Giaever, who calls global warming "a new 
religion," and Japanese chemist and IPCC member Kiminori Itoh, who calls warming 
alarmism the "worst scientific scandal." New Zealand chemical engineering professor 
Geoffrey Duffy notes that "even doubling or tripling the amount of carbon dioxide will 
virtually have little impact, as water vapor and water condensed on particles as clouds 
dominate the worldwide scene and always will." nhofe and minority committee members 
are about to release an updated report with the dissenting arguments of those 650-plus 
scientists. Many of them are or used to be with the IPCC but have come to oppose the 
U.N. on climate change. "The report has added about 250 scientists (and growing) in 
2008 to the over 400 scientists who spoke out in 2007," Inhofe's office notes. They far 
outnumber the 52 U.N. scientists who authored the IPCC's 2007 Summary for 
Policymakers. […] t increasingly seems that ideology and a wish to see the industrialized 
free West reduced in economic status is what motivates U.N. climate policy, not science. 
But these hundreds of competent scientists dedicated to the truth are not about to let their 
mouths be covered — even by a United Nations olive branch. 

Scientists abandon global warming 'lie' : 650 to dissent at U.N. climate change 
conference 

WASHINGTON – A United Nations climate change conference in Poland is about to get 
a surprise from 650 leading scientists who scoff at doomsday reports of man-made global 
warming– labeling them variously a lie, a hoax and part of a new religion. Later today, 
their voices will be heard in a U.S. Senate minority report quoting the scientists, many of 
whom are current and former members of the U.N.'s own Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change. About 250 of the scientists quoted in the report have joined the 
dissenting scientists in the last year alone. In fact, the total number of scientists 
represented in the report is 12 times the number of U.N. scientists who authored the 
official IPCC 2007 report. 

Swan Song 

I've earned legitimacy as environmental journalist: I got a press release from Marc 
Morano, research lackey of Climate-Denier-in-Chief James Inhofe, (sadly) the ranking 
Republican member of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee. The 
release claims that there were more scientists dissenting about climate science than 
authored the 2007 UN IPCC report that asserted that it was 90 percent certain that 
manmade climate change was occurring and would be a major, major problem if not 
controlled. As usual, Morano's facts are misleading. The IPCC report had 450 lead 
authors. However, it had 800 contributing authors and drew on the work of 2500 
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scientists asked to contribute because of their expertise in climatology—the study of 
large-scale and long-term trends in weather and their causes.  

650 Dissent on Global Warming 

Wow. Today I discovered an article on the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and 
Public Works Press Blog titled, UN Blowback: More Than 650 International Scientists 
Dissent Over Man-Made Global Warming Claims The subtitle is "Study: Half of 
warming due to Sun! –Sea Levels Fail to Rise? - Warming Fears in 'Dustbin of History' " 
You can imagine how pleased I was to find this! It's coming out of Poznak, Poland where 
the UN global warming conference is going on and which "is about to face a serious 
challenge from over 650 dissenting scientists from around the globe who are criticizing 
the climate claims made by the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore. Set for 
release this week, a newly updated U.S. Senate Minority Report features the dissenting 
voices of over 650 international scientists, many current and former UN IPCC scientists, 
who have now turned against the UN." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://karenhancock.blogspot.com/2008/12/650-dissent-on-global-warming.html

